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Sonata No. 1 in G major Op. 78 (1879)
Vivace ma non troppo
Adagio
Allegro molto moderato
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Johannes Brahms (1833-97) was uncompromisingly self-critical about his musical
achievements and was only too aware of the long shadow of Ludwig van Beethoven over his
creative output. He had composed his Scherzo in C minor in 1853 for a violin sonata
collaboration with Robert Schumann and Albert Dietrich, but he had discarded four sonatas for
piano and violin before he was sufficiently happy to allow a work in that genre, his Sonata No.1
in G major Op.78 (1878-9), to be published. Written almost concurrently with the Violin
Concerto in D major Op.77, the First Sonata is a product of time spent at Pörtschach-am-See, a
beautiful retreat on the Wörthersee near the Italian frontier. Brahms wrote (1879) that the very
air there bristled with melodies such that 'one has to be careful not to tread on them'. Something
of that atmosphere was captured in the radiant tenderness of this sonata's music, but Brahms still
seems to have had reservations about the work. When his close friend Elisabet von
Herzogenberg begged him to dedicate Op.78 to her, he declined saying, 'Yes, I’d like to see your
beautiful name on the most beautiful piece possible …I did think of the sonata, but in Salzburg
none of us liked it that much, did we?'
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Like Franz Schubert in his 'Wanderer' Fantasy for piano D.760 or his String Quartet in D minor
D.810 ('Death and the Maiden'), Brahms uses earlier songs of his own as a creative impulse Regenlied ('Rain song') and its sequel Nachklang ('Echo' or 'Reminiscence), nos.3 and 4 in a set
of eight songs Op.59 (1871-73) to poems by his close friend Klaus Groth. The first stanza of
Groth’s poem (in E. M. Traquair’s translation) reveals the kind of nostalgic sentiments that
inspired Brahms in Regenlied and thus, by association, in this sonata:
When the rain so gently falleth,
Bygone dreams it still recalleth,
Fancies wild of childhood dreaming,
Through the sand when rain was streaming.
Old memories are recalled refreshed like flowers after rain, while Nachklang, ‘a mere offshoot’
of Regenlied, comprises similar reflections, comparing rain with tears. As Eric Sams writes, ‘the
feeling is that rain is nature’s means of relief and release as tears and memories are ours.’ More
recently, Dillon Parmer has demonstrated that this nostalgic but futile attempt to recapture the
innocence of youth provides a suggestive metaphor by which to understand the succession of
events in Brahms’ Sonata Op.78, from its overall tonal plan (G major to G minor) and its
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incorporation of a funeral march (in E flat minor) as the middle section of the Adagio to the
thematic relationships between the main themes of the first and last movements and the two
disruptive appearances in the finale of the Adagio’s principal melody.
The opening violin theme of the lyrical first movement begins with the same three-note rhythm
on a monotone that also opens the vocal line of Regenlied; the piano supports with mezza voce
chords. The more animated second subject (D major) also shares a rhythmic relationship with
both the song and the sonata's initial melody. The development starts out in G major as if a
reworked reprise, with the piano in the vanguard and the violin accompanying pizzicato.
Brahms gradually develops his material as the density of the texture and the complexities of the
rhythmic interplay increase and the modified recapitulation leads eventually to a coda of great
beauty, commencing softly but increasing in intensity to culminate in a brilliant final flourish.
The contemplative ternary-form Adagio owes its impact as much to the romantically distant key
(E-flat major) in which it is cast as to its solemn folk-like melody, which is soon answered first
by plaintive, sighing figures and later by a more impassioned version of the theme in the violin.
The ‘B’ section, initially marked più Andante, is equally sombre but tellingly incorporates the
three reiterated notes of the Regenlied motive and builds gradually in intensity through the use
of canon at half a bar’s distance to a climax on the dominant chord of D minor. After a few
transitional bars, the reprise is signalled in the violin in a more elaborate espressivo statement
in double stopping over a triplet piano accompaniment, leading to a coda of exquisite beauty
based first on the Regenlied motive, hushed and sombre, and finally on the principal theme,
once more in eloquent violin double stopping.
The cross-fertilisation of songs and sonata is most apparent in the wistful rondo finale, in which
the pattern on a monotone recurs, this time ushering in the first four-bar phrase of the actual
melody of both Regenlied and Nachklang together with their original pattering piano
accompaniments. Brahms’s younger contemporary Richard Specht recorded how the composer
was captivated by ‘the sweetly monotonous trickling of summer showers, that warmly veiled,
cosily melancholy mood engendered by the lulling music of raindrops on the window panes'.
Largely in G minor, the finale also twice recalls the main theme from the central slow
movement, the first statement sounding all the more soulful in contrast with the light texture
4
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that has preceded it. The second statement occurs in the più moderato coda, which provides a
tender, yet fragmented summary (and in the major mode) of the movement's most significant
thematic material, ending quietly, wistfully and with a lingering sense of nostalgia.
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About seven years elapsed before Brahms returned to the violin sonata genre. He composed his
Sonata No.2 in A major Op.100 in 1886 during the first of three summer sojourns in the village
of Hofstetten in the Swiss mountains where the Aare flows into Lake Thun. In a remarkable
burst of holiday energy, he also wrote his Second Cello Sonata Op.99 and Third Piano Trio
Op.101 there, as well as some of his Third Violin Sonata Op.108. Two of Brahms’s songs to
poems by Klaus Groth, the highly wrought ‘Komm bald’ (‘Come soon’) (Op.97 no.5; 1885) and
‘Wie Melodien zieht es mir leise durch den Sinn’ (‘Like melodies it floweth, soft thro’ my spirit
calls’) (Op.105 no.1; 1886) are featured in motivic guise in the two principal themes of the first
movement of this sonata, which was written, according to the composer, ‘in anticipation of the
arrival of a dear female friend.’ The friend in question was the contralto Hermine Spies, 24
years his junior, to whom he had been passionately devoted since their meeting in Krefeld in
1883. Much has also been made of a resemblance between the beginning of the movement’s
opening theme (and, incidentally, its bass line) and that of Walther’s ‘Prize Song’ from
Wagner’s Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (1868), but although Brahms is known to have
studied Wagner’s score with considerable attention, he never made reference to any such link.
The exposition is concluded by a third theme, which plays a significant role in the long and
closely argued development, in which the first theme’s opening three notes are subjected to
almost every transformation known to musical science. A new Chopinesque melody derived
from the third theme signals the development’s dénouement before the regular reprise and
extended coda.
The central movement alternates a serene slow section (Andante tranquillo in F major, 2-4) with
a playful dance-like idea (Vivace in D minor, 3-4). But this is no simple alternation; each time
the Andante theme appears it has a different continuation and introduces new ideas. The violin
leads the first reprise (in D major) and the piano initiates the second (in F major). The Vivace
undergoes changes, too, both in its content and tempo, becoming faster (Vivace di più) on its
second appearance. The final return of the Andante is much compressed, giving place to an even
more truncated reprise of the Vivace, which brings this remarkable hybrid to a close.
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The opening section of the finale features the violin in a reflective, sonorous melody (A), heard
complete only at the movement’s outset, and incorporates material from Brahms’s song ‘Immer
leise wird mein Schlummer’ (‘Faint and fainter is my slumber’; Op.105 no.2). The movement
develops into a sonata rondo structure (A-B-A-C-A'-B'-A-coda) with the various modified
reprises of A interspersed by two episodes: a mysterious section (B), which eventually blossoms
fleetingly in the dominant key (E major); and an agitated theme (in F sharp minor) with
sextuplet underpinnings. The second episode gives way to an exquisitely varied version of the
rondo idea in D major. All is recapitulation thereafter: the first episode once more, the final
reprise of the principal theme in A major and, by way of coda, the second episode re-organised
to bring about the passionate lyrical conclusion.
Brahms' Sonata No.3 in D minor Op.108 was composed between 1886 and 1888 and dedicated
to the conductor and pianist Hans von Bülow, who was a champion of Brahms' oeuvre. It differs
from its predecessors in that it is longer (four movements as opposed to the three-movement
structure of the other two), more dramatic and much broader in design; indeed, it is almost
symphonic in scale and is particularly remarkable for its wide range of intense emotional feeling.
The powerful Allegro begins sotto voce but far from calmly with the violinist intoning a long
flowing melody over a restless, syncopated piano accompaniment. An impassioned second
subject in F major, introduced by the piano, intervenes and soon becomes the subject of
dialogue between the two protagonists. The unique mezza voce development is constructed over
a dominant pedal, with the violin dividing the first theme and its counterpoint bariolage-style,
across two strings, and features exclusively the opening theme and its derivatives. A similar
tonic pedal ushers in the coda, and the movement closes in the tonic major (anticipated by the
D major reprise of the second subject) with references to the opening figure of the first theme.
The Adagio (D major) is a cavatina, a beautifully simple, expansive solo for violin with the
pianist seemingly playing almost exclusively an accompanying role. However, the
accompanying material subsequently assumes a thematic life of its own. The playful third
movement (F sharp minor) provides a much-needed pick-me-up and places the spotlight on the
pianist. The intermezzo-like material of the opening frames a central modulatory section and an
ingenious coda brings the close.
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The sonata-rondo finale heralds a return to the symphonic dimensions of the opening Allegro
and recalls the heroic, fiery 6-8 style of the composer's C minor Scherzo, providing a fitting
climax with its vigorous rhythms, depth of harmony and the dramatic force of its modulations.
Its main theme, first partially announced by the piano and then in full by the violin, shows
similarities to a melodic figure from the Adagio. A chorale-like melody (unusually in C major),
entrusted first to the piano but later taken up in modified form by the violin, provides some relief,
but the momentum gathers once more and the exposition ends with explosive syncopations. A
sombre, reflective episode follows, incorporating considerable development of the main theme.
The now familiar syncopations become increasingly more insistent and lead to a truncated
reprise of the opening theme in new and ferocious guise. Its first sixteen bars are omitted and
the remainder is built on a dominant pedal in preparation for an F major rendition of the
chorale-like melody, followed by its companion themes in the tonic. A corresponding agitated
syncopated passage and octave/unison figure lead to the final return of the principal theme and
a coda of tragic, yet powerful, intensity.
Op.108 was premiered by Brahms and the Hungarian violinist Jenö Hubay in Budapest in
December 1888, but it was also performed in Vienna some weeks later – in Bösendorfer Hall
in February 1889 – before its publication in the following April; on the latter occasion, Brahms'
longstanding friend, adviser and confidant Joseph Joachim was the violinist. Drawn together in
the 1850s by their musical and aesthetic sympathies, it was with Joachim in mind, and often
with his active collaboration in the process of refining and revising, that Brahms, despite later
tensions in their relationship, composed almost all of his works for the violin.
© 2021 Robin Stowell
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Hagai Shaham
Displaying a dazzling combination of technical brilliance and a uniquely profound musical
personality, Hagai Shaham is internationally recognized as one of the astonishing violinists who
have emerged from Israel. Hagai Shaham began studying the violin at age of six and was the
last student of the late renowned Professor Ilona Feher. He also studied with Elisha Kagan,
Emanuel Borok, Arnold Steinhardt and the Guarneri Quartet.
First prize winner of ARD Munich Competition in 1990 (Duo competition with Arnon Erez),
Ilona Kornhouser competition, the Israeli Broadcasting Authority Young Artist competition,
The Tel-Aviv Rubin Academy competition, Clairmont Awards, and annual scholarship from the
American-Israel Cultural Foundation.
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As a soloist he has performed with many of the world's major orchestras, including the English
Chamber Orchestra, BBC Philharmonic, RPO, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, RTE Ireland,
Belgian National, Taipei, Singapore and Shanghai Symphonies, SWF Symphony Orchestra,
Czech Radio and philharmonic, Slovak Philharmonic, Sao Paulo and Buenos Aires and the
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra under Zubin Mehta. In 1985 he was invited to join Isaac Stern
and Pinchas Zukerman in a gala concert at Carnegie Hall, following which Zubin Mehta invited
him to perform Brahms' Double Concerto at Carnegie Hall.
In 2006 he performed once again this work under Mehta, at the Israel Philharmonic 70th
anniversary's celebrations with cellist Mischa Maisky. Hagai Shaham recorded for Hyperion,
Decca International, Chandos, Biddulph, Naxos, Classic Talent and AVIE. He records regularly
for Nimbus, where his CDs received critical acclaim. Hagai Shaham is a member of the
Shaham-Erez- Wallfisch trio. The trio performs on major stages including London's Wigmore
and Amsterdam's Concertgebouw. They recorded several albums for Nimbus Records,
including the complete Beethoven trios. Hagai Shaham is professor at the Buchmann-Mehta
School of Music at Tel Aviv University and an Artist in Residence at Stony Brook University,
New York. Together with his colleague, violinist Ittai Shapira, he is co-founder of The Ilona
Feher Foundation.

Arnon Erez
Highly acclaimed for his sensitivity, virtuosity and profound musical interpretation, Arnon Erez
has gained a worldwide reputation as an outstanding pianist.
Erez’s thirty years long partnership with violinist Hagai Shaham, began by winning the first
prize at the Munich ARD International Duo Competition in 1990. That has led to numerous
concerts and recordings, warmly praised by the critics: "A superb partnership ... the sheer verve
of the playing is irresistible." - The Gramophone
He is a member of the Trio Shaham Erez Wallfisch - with violinist Hagai Shaham and cellist
Raphael Wallfisch. Founded in 2009, the trio has achieved critical acclaim with their CD
9
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recordings and was invited to play the complete Beethoven Piano Trios at the Wigmore Hall for
Beethoven’s 250th anniversary year.
He has performed in numerous major concert halls, including Carnegie Hall in NY, Beethoven
Halle in Bonn, Alte Oper in Frankfurt, Herkulessaal in Munich, Musikverein in Vienna, The
Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, the New Auditorium du Louvre in Paris and London's Wigmore
Hall. Arnon Erez has appeared in major festivals around the world, and as a soloist he has
performed with various orchestras including Israel Philharmonic. In addition, he has given
many recitals and recorded for radio and television stations in Germany, Austria, France,
Holland, Israel, Turkey, China, Mexico and Brazil.
His discography has won much praise and a BBC Music Magazine Choice. It includes: Piano
Trios (Nimbus records) by: Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Dvorak, Ravel, Faure,
Rachmaninov, Arenski and Shostakovich. Violin and Piano Duos (Hyperion records) by:
Grieg, Bloch, Debussy, Janacek, Dohnanyi, Hubay, Weiner, Achron, Bruno Walter, Hanns
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Eisler, Pizzetti, Castelnuovo-Tedesco and the Brahms-Joachim Hungarian Dances. The
Complete Cello and Piano Sonatas by Beethoven and Mendelssohn (Eroica & Delos
recordings)
He studied in Israel with Mrs. Hana Shalgi, Prof. Michael Boguslavski and Prof. Arie Vardi,
graduating from Tel Aviv University, and later took an advanced course in chamber music with
the Guarneri Quartet in the U.S.A. Currently, Erez is a professor at the Buchmann-Mehta
School of Music, Tel Aviv University and heads the Chamber Music Department.
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Fauré Violin Sonatas Nos 1 & 2; Berceuse
Ravel Sonata movement in A; Berceuse sur le nom de Fauré
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Brahms
The Piano Trios
Concerto for Violin & Cello
Staatsorchester Rheinische
Philharmonie
Daniel Raiskin, conductor
Piano trios have often been formed
by a threesome of like-minded
soloists: the fabled ‘Million Dollar
Trio’ of Heifetz, Rubinstein and
Piatigorsky springs to mind. The
present ensemble, founded in 2009,
belongs decidedly to this illustrious
line.
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